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Abstract

The annual mean net surface heat fluxes (NSHFs) from the ocean to the atmosphere play an important role in driving both

atmospheric circulations and oceanic meridional overturning circulations. Those generated by historical forcing simulations using

the UK HadGEM3-GC3.1 coupled climate model are shown to be relatively independent of resolution, for model horizontal

grid spacings between 1 and 1/12 degree, and to agree well with those based on the DEEPC analyses for the period 2000-2009.

Interpretations of the geographical patterns of the NSHFs are suggested that are based on relatively simple dynamical ideas. As

a step toward investigation of their validity, we examine the contributions to the rate of change of the active tracers (potential

temperature, salinity and potential density) from the main terms in their prognostic equations as a function of the active tracer

and latitude. We find that the main contributions from vertical mixing occur in “near surface” layers and that, except at high

latitudes, the time-mean advection of potential temperature and density is well anti-correlated with the sum of the surface

fluxes and vertical diffusion. By contrast, the tracer budget for the salinity has at least four terms of comparable magnitude.

The heat input by latitude bands is shown to be dominated by the NSHFs, the time-mean advection, and the equatorial Pacific.

Expressions for global integrals of the salt and heat content tendencies due to advection as a function of salinity and potential

temperature respectively are derived and shown to make contributions that should not be neglected.
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ABSTRACT: The annual mean net surface heat fluxes (NSHFs) from the ocean to the atmosphere generated by historical forcing simulations
using the UK HadGEM3-GC3.1 coupled climate model are shown to be relatively independent of resolution, for model horizontal grid
spacings between 1◦ and 1/12◦, and to agree well with those based on the DEEPC analyses. Interpretations of the geographical patterns of
the NSHFs are suggested that use relatively simple ideas extracted from the theory of the ventilated thermocline and planetary geostrophic
layer models. As a step toward investigation of the validity of the assumptions underlying the interpretations, we examine the contributions
to the rate of change of the active tracers from the main terms in their prognostic equations as a function of the active tracer and latitude. We
find that, consistent with our assumptions, the main contributions from vertical diffusion occur in “near surface” layers. We also find that,
except at high latitudes, the sum of the NSHF and vertical diffusion is mainly balanced by time-mean advection of potential temperature.
A corresponding statement holds for potential density but not salinity. We also show that the heat input by latitude bands is dominated
by the NSHFs, the time-mean advection, and the equatorial Pacific. It is usually assumed that global integrals of tracer tendencies due to
advection as a function of the tracer should be identically zero. We show that non-negligible contributions to them arise from net freshwater
surface fluxes.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: Our aim is to un-
derstand better how the heat and freshwater that are input
into the ocean from the atmosphere are then redistributed
within the ocean and released back into the atmosphere.
We show that the geographical patterns of the heat that
is input to or released from the ocean surface in coupled
climate models agree well with observations. We outline
a dynamically-based interpretation of these surface fluxes
and provide evidence that supports some of its assump-
tions. This work might in future help us to understand how
the patterns of the surface fluxes will respond to changes
in greenhouse gas forcing.

1. Introduction

Meridional overturning cells are a key component of
the ocean circulation (Gordon 1986; Broecker 1991; Tal-
ley et al. 2011). How these cells are driven by surface
winds and relate to surface fluxes of heat and moisture is
still a very active area of research (see e.g. Srokosz et al.
2021). These surface fluxes of heat and moisture also play
an important role in driving atmospheric circulations such
as the mid-latitude weather systems (Minobe et al. 2008;
Hewitt et al. 2017). Changes due to greenhouse gas forcing
in the surface heat fluxes and the meridional overturning
cells are intimately related to ocean heat uptake, an is-
sue of enormous societal importance and intensive study
(Gregory et al. 2016; Fox-Kemper et al. 2021).

Corresponding author: Michael J. Bell,
mike.bell@metoffice.gov.uk

The dynamics of the time-mean meridional overturn-
ing circulations (MOCs) are complicated by many fac-
tors. For example: the circulations in the three main ocean
basins (Atlantic, Indian and Pacific) are significantly dif-
ferent and interact through the Southern Ocean and In-
donesian Throughflow; there are upper, middle and lower
MOC cells; some of these cells interact with the gyre cir-
culations (see section 2c); salinity variations play a major
role in the middle and lower cells with the density of water
at very high latitudes more dependent on its salinity than
its temperature (Huang 2010; Talley et al. 2011); analy-
sis of the energetics of MOCs suggests that wind forcing
plays a more important role than internal mixing in driving
MOCs (Vallis 2017) but some aspects of the energetics
are quite subtle (Gnandesikan et al. 2005); there is evi-
dence that mesoscale motions, particularly in the Southern
Ocean, play an important role in determining the strength
of the mid-depth cells at least in some model configurations
(Munday et al. 2013).

Dynamically-based conceptual models of time-mean
MOCs, such as those of Gnandesikan (1999) and
Nikurashin and Vallis (2011), have nonetheless been de-
veloped. Johnson et al. (2019) provide a recent survey of
the understanding that has been gleaned from conceptual
models of MOCs over the last decade. General circulation
models (GCMs) are so complex that it is highly desirable to
base their interpretation on diagnostics that can be related
to such conceptual models. This can be useful even if the
assumptions on which these conceptual models are based
are not entirely valid, providing the departures from the as-
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sumptions are quantified and the impact of these departures
assessed.

Fields of tracer tendencies driven by the various GCM
processes, including the net surface heat fluxes (NSHFs),
vertical mixing, advection etc. are powerful diagnostic
tools that illuminate how the NSHFs and MOCs in the
model relate to the conceptual models. Important anal-
yses of tracer trends in (𝜙, 𝑧) space (where 𝜙 is latitude
and 𝑧 is height) have been provided by Exarchou et al.
(2015), Griffies et al. (2015), Kuhlbrodt et al. (2015), Dias
et al. (2020) and Saenko et al. (2021). Much of that work
focuses on global budgets (as a function of 𝑧 only), but
Griffies et al. (2015) and Dias et al. (2020) in particular
also assess spatial patterns of the terms. The theory and
literature on the diagnosis of water mass transformations
(WMT), following the ideas of Walin (1982), where the fo-
cus is on isothermal (or isohaline or isopycnal) layers, has
recently been reviewed by Groeskamp et al. (2019). The
analysis of Nurser et al. (1999) is particularly relevant to
our discussion as it draws attention first to the relationship
between Ekman upwelling velocity and water mass trans-
formation rates in regions where the ocean is absorbing
heat and second to the question of whether vertical mix-
ing is dominated by that related to the surface mixed layer
(i.e. inside or just outside the mixed layer) or that lower
down in the ocean interior. The latter is also addressed for
the Southern Ocean by Tamsitt et al. (2018). The surface
streamfunction approach of Marsh (2000) and Grist et al.
(2014) also has similarities to our approach.

The paper has two main aims. The first is to propose in-
terpretations of the NSHFs generated by the Hadley Centre
Global Environment Model 3 (HadGEM3) atmosphere-
ocean coupled GCM. Our interpretations stem from the
dynamically based conceptual models of the MOC de-
rived in Schloesser et al. (2012), Bell (2015b) and Bell
(2015a). The interpretations are based on ideas extracted
from calculations using layered models that satisfy plane-
tary geostrophic dynamics and are similar to those used to
study the ventilated thermocline (Luyten et al. 1983). Two
of the most important assumptions made in the ventilated
thermocline theory and our interpretations are that: water
mass transformations occur near the surface; and that fol-
lowing the time-mean motion, tracers are only changed by
these near-surface transformations. These assumptions are
very different from those of the abyssal recipes of Munk and
Wunsch (1998) in which vertical upwelling is assumed to
be balanced by vertical diffusion between 1000 and 4000m
depth. The second main aim is to investigate the validity
of these assumptions using tracer trend diagnostics from
the GCM.

Section 2a describes the datasets we use. Section 2b
then assesses the NSHFs in the HadGEM3 coupled climate
models by comparing them with the DEEPC estimates of
the NSHFs (Liu and Allan 2022) for the period 2000–
2009. These DEEPC estimates are much more reliable

than previous products (Hyder et al. 2018). We show that
the HadGEM3 NSHFs agree well with those of DEEPC and
that in most regions they are relatively insensitive to the
model resolution. Section 2c presents our interpretation of
these NSHFs and the associated MOCs. Our interpretation
suggests that Ekman upwelling is a key element in regions
of net surface heat input to the ocean and that advection by
the time-mean flow is a key element in regions of heat loss
to the atmosphere.

Section 3 investigates diagnostics of the terms in the
prognostic equations for potential temperature and salin-
ity. The results are intended to provide both qualitative and
quantitative information on to what extent and in what re-
gions our assumptions are valid. These diagnostics are cal-
culated first as a function of potential temperature, \, class
and latitude, 𝜙, for individual ocean basins, and presented
in (𝜙, \) space rather than (𝜙, 𝑧) space (Lee et al. 2002).
As layer models calculate water mass transformations in
density space, we also present corresponding calculations
for salinity, 𝑆, and potential density, 𝜌, classes.

Section 3a describes the diagnostics. Section 3b investi-
gates the contributions from NSHFs and vertical diffusion
with a focus on the latter. We show that the vertical diffu-
sion contributions are largely confined to the upper ocean.
Section 3c considers the contributions from advection and
isopycnal diffusion in balancing contributions from other
terms. We show that at most latitudes the time-mean ad-
vection of potential temperature is mainly balanced by the
inputs from the vertically mixed surface fluxes. The same
is true for potential density. Together the results of sec-
tions 3b and 3c show that the assumptions highlighted
earlier that underlie our interpretations are good first order
approximations.

Sections 3d and 3e consider two types of summations of
the tracer trends. These sections are somewhat peripheral
to the main aims of the paper but are relevant to two impor-
tant topical issues. Section 3d considers the contributions
to heat and salinity tendencies by tracer class summed over
all latitudes and basins. The advection terms are expected
to be close to zero. Departures from zero, derived in the
appendix, are however shown to be non-negligible for both
salinity and heat. Section 3e considers the contributions to
the heat content summed over tracer classes within broad
latitude bands and investigates the sources of the heat lost
in the north Atlantic.

Section 4 summarises our conclusions and briefly dis-
cusses potential further work.

2. Net surface heat fluxes

a. Description of the data

The HadGEM3-GC3.1 coupled atmosphere-land-ice-
ocean model configurations and integrations used in this
study are described in Roberts et al. (2019), R19 hereafter.
Kuhlbrodt et al. (2018) describes the details of the NEMO
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Table 1. The resolutions and resolution dependent parametrisations of the HadGEM3-GC3.1 configurations

LL MM HH
Ocean model zonal grid spacing at equator (◦) 1 1/4 1/12
Atmosphere model grid spacing at mid-latitudes (km) 135 60 25
Isopycnal diffusion coefficient (m2s−1) 1000 150 100
GM parametrisation of eddy-induced velocities Held and

Larichev (1996)
None None

Lateral viscosity Laplacian:
2104m2s−1

Bi-harmonic:
−1.51011m4s−1

Bi-harmonic:
−1.51011m4s−1

(Madec et al. 2019) ORCA1 (L) ocean model configura-
tion and Storkey et al. (2018) describes the details for the
ORCA025 (M) and ORCA0083 (H) configurations. The
letters L, M and H denote low, medium and high resolu-
tion, the configurations respectively having 1◦, 1/4◦ and
1/12◦ zonal grid spacing at the equator. R19 similarly de-
note their atmosphere-land configurations by the letters L,
M and H, the mid-latitude grid spacing being respectively
135, 60 and 25 km. We use the coupled configurations
denoted by LL, MM and HH, the first letter indicating
the atmosphere and the second the ocean configuration.
In these configurations very few parameters explicitly de-
pend on the grid resolution of the atmosphere or the ocean
model. However the representation of the ocean mesoscale
in the L configuration is largely parametrised whilst in the
M and H configurations it is increasingly represented ex-
plicitly (at least at lower latitudes). As described in Storkey
et al. (2018) and summarised in Table 1, the representa-
tion of eddy-induced fluxes (Gent and McWilliams 1990)
is only used in the L configuration and the isopycnal dif-
fusion coefficient is set equal to 1000, 150 and 125 m2s−1

in the L, M and H configurations respectively. Vertical
mixing of tracers is parametrised using a modified form of
the Gaspar et al. (1990) TKE scheme, a background verti-
cal eddy diffusivity of 1.2×10−5m2s−1, and the Simmons
et al. (2004) scheme for vertical mixing by the dissipation
of internal tides (see Storkey et al. 2018, for details).

We use the integrations referred to by R19 as control-
1950 and hist-1950. Control-1950 uses forcing data sets
(for solar heating, greenhouse gases, aerosols etc) repre-
senting conditions in the 1950s whilst hist-1950, uses forc-
ing representing historic conditions from 1950-2014. Both
of these integrations start after a 30-year spin-up using the
1950s forcing. The initial conditions for the spin-up are
the January 1950-1954 mean EN4 ocean analysis (Good
et al. 2013) and the ERA-20C in January 1950 (see R19
for more detail).

The DEEP-C (Diagnosing Earth’s Energy Pathways in
the Climate system) version 5 NSHF product (Liu and Al-
lan 2022) used in this study is derived from reconstructions
of the net radiation at the top of the atmosphere calcu-
lated using measurements from the CERES (Clouds and

the Earth’s Radiant Energy System) satellite and energy
flux divergences calculated from the ERA5 (fifth genera-
tion ECMWF ReAnalysis) atmospheric re-analyses using
techniques described in Liu et al. (2015) and Mayer et al.
(2017). Liu et al. (2017) provide evaluations of the accu-
racy of these fluxes and Hyder et al. (2018) supplementary
Fig. 1 shows that these DEEPC estimates are much more
reliable than previous products.

Diagnostics for the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian oceans
have been calculated using the “standard” basin masks for
each configuration. These masks have been extended into
the Southern Ocean taking the boundaries between the
basins to lie at 25◦E, 135◦E and 70◦W.

b. Comparison of model and DEEPC net surface heat
fluxes

Figure 1 compares annual mean NSHFs for the period
2000–2009 calculated using an 8-member ensemble of LL
hist-1950 HadGEM3-GC3.1 integrations and the DEEPC
product. The patterns and magnitudes of the two sets of
NSHFs are generally in good agreement. The strong net
surface heating regions agree well in: the eastern equato-
rial Pacific; the equatorial Atlantic; the south Atlantic and
south-western Indian Ocean (between 45◦ and 60◦S); and
on the eastern boundaries of the Atlantic and Pacific, par-
ticularly in the northern hemisphere to the west of Africa
and the American continent. The strong net surface cooling
regions agree well in the north Atlantic and south of 60◦S,
and in the western boundary current extensions of the Gulf
Stream, Kuroshio, east Australian current, Brazil current
and the Agulhas retroflection. There are also several other
regions of weaker surface fluxes where the agreement is
qualitatively good and the large region of surface heat loss
in the eastern Indian Ocean between the equator and 30◦S
also agrees well.

Figure 2(a) shows the difference between the fluxes pre-
sented in Fig. 1. Parts (b) and (c) of the figure present the
corresponding differences for 3- and 4-member ensembles
of the MM and HH hist-1950 integrations respectively.
The largest differences between these three plots are in
the north-west Atlantic where the positive difference pro-
gressively reduces as the model resolution improves. This
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a) NSHF: LL
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b) NSHF: DEEPC 
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Fig. 1. Annual mean NSHF (Wm−2) for the period 2000–2009 calculated (a) from an ensemble of eight HadGEM3-GC3.1 N96 ORCA1 hist-1950
simulations and (b) using the DEEPC methodology.

reflects an improvement in the path of the Gulf Stream
to the east of the Grand Banks which results in a noto-
rious cold bias in the LL model (Scaife et al. 2011) and
most other climate models of similar or only slightly bet-

ter resolution (Smith et al. 2000). The differences in the
Agulhas retroflection and Kuroshio regions for the HH
simulation are also smaller than those for the other sim-
ulations. In most other regions the differences between
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a)  NSHF: LL – DEEPC b) NSHF: MM – DEEPC

d) NSHF: DEEPC(1990-1999) – DEEPC(2000-2009)c) NSHF: HH – DEEPC

Fig. 2. Annual mean NSHF for the period 2000–2009 from hist-1950 coupled climate model integrations minus that calculated using the DEEPC
methodology for the same period using: (a) an 8-member N96 ORCA1 ensemble (b) a 4-member N216 ORCA025 ensemble and (c) a 3-member
N512 ORCA0083 ensemble. (d) NSHFs calculated by DEEPC: 1990–1999 minus 2000–2009.

the NSHFs are relatively independent of model resolution.
There are for example similar large differences in the west-
ern Indian ocean near the equator. This may be because
of inaccuracies in the DEEPC product or resolution in-
dependent inaccuracies in the atmosphere model (none of
the configurations resolves convection cells). Part (d) of
the figure shows the difference between the DEEPC fluxes
for 1990—1999 and 2000–2009. These differences and
the inter-decadal variations in the model heat fluxes (not
shown) are smaller than the differences shown in parts (a)
– (c).

Panels (a)–(d) of Fig. 3 display the net heat input by lati-
tude band calculated from DEEPC v5 and the LL, MM and
HH control integrations for the decade 2000–2009. There
is generally good qualitative and quantitative agreement
between all four products. The Pacific dominates the heat
input in the equatorial band between 15◦S and 15◦N in all
the products, being about twice as large as the heat input
in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans combined.

c. Linking net surface heat fluxes to MOCs

Gnandesikan (1999) proposed a conceptual model of
the middle MOC cell which was motivated by the idea
that this cell “connects” the region of heat loss in the
north Atlantic to that of heat gain in the Southern Ocean.
Bell (2015a) aimed to explain why, in agreement with the
NSHF products available at the time, this heat gain in the
Southern Ocean is focused on the south Atlantic and south-
western Indian Ocean. His conceptual model was based
on somewhat complicated calculations using the planetary
geostrophic equations which aimed to apply the techniques
developed with great success by Luyten et al. (1983) for
the ventilated thermocline to describe MOCs. These cal-
culations cannot be used directly to diagnose GCM output
because they are limited to models with small numbers
of vertical layers and relatively simple forcing scenarios.
Some key ideas can nonetheless be distilled from these
calculations and used to interpret the GCM outputs.

The main ideas, which are illustrated schematically in
Fig. 4 and described in more detail below, are:
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Fig. 3. Calculations by latitude band and ocean basin (red Atlantic, blue Pacific and green Indian ocean) of a) - d): NSHF (𝑊) using (a) DEEPC
and (b) to (d) the LL, MM and HH pre-industrial control simulations respectively. e) – i): Additional terms defined in section 3a and Table 1 . All
figures use data for the period 2000–2009.

1. The depths of isopycnals are almost independent of
latitude along eastern boundaries.

2. In regions where there is a time-mean net surface
heat flux into the ocean (e.g. in the eastern equatorial
basins and Southern Ocean), Ekman upwelling sup-
plies the flux of cold water that balances the surface
heating.

3. The warm water that is formed will accumulate on
the western side of the equatorial basins until it is
entrained/advected poleward by the western boundary
currents and loses its heat to the atmosphere.

4. The thermocline on the eastern boundary of the At-
lantic will deepen until the poleward flow driven by
thermal wind shear results in surface heat loss in the
north Atlantic which is in balance with heat uptake
driven by Ekman upwelling elsewhere (see idea 2
above).

5. The surface and deep western boundary currents are
able to close the circulations generated by the winds

and water mass transformations in the geostrophic
interior.

Figure 5 illustrates the 3D structure of the potential tem-
perature field associated with the surface fluxes. For sim-
plicity of presentation, in this figure the ocean is taken to
consist of one basin with due north-south boundaries that
spans the equator. The vertical cross-sections lie: along the
equator (bottom right); across the path of a separated west-
ern boundary current (WBC) (top left); just north of the
Drake passage (bottom left); and in the north-east Atlantic
(top right). The figure emphasises the water mass trans-
formations (purple arrows) related to Ekman upwelling
and surface heating, or to poleward advection and surface
cooling. Some aspects of the structure of the potential
temperature field are discussed in more detail below.

The first idea, that the depths of neutral density surfaces
should be relatively independent of latitude along the east-
ern boundaries of each of the major ocean basins, is based
on the condition of no normal flow at the boundary and
our knowledge of boundary waves (Marshall and Johnson
2013). There is evidence that this is a good approximation
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2. Warming of cold water 

driven to surface by winds

3. Surface heat loss from

poleward western 

boundary currents 

5. Western bdy currents

close the circulations 

1. Eastern bdys where

isopycnals are “flat” 

4. Surface heat loss from

poleward eastern boundary current 

Fig. 4. Schematic outlining how the main geographical patterns of the NSHF are interpreted as arising from relatively simple dynamical processes.

in GCMs, at least within about 40◦ to 50◦ of the equa-
tor, but the details deserve separate publication. Hughes
et al. (2018) present an extensive study of the related issue
of bottom pressure variations along the ocean boundaries.
Where the ocean potential density is primarily determined
by the potential temperature (again within about 40◦ to 50◦
of the equator) this implies that the near surface temper-
ature will be relatively independent of latitude compared
with the atmospheric surface temperature. Note that within
all the sections in Fig. 5 that contain an eastern boundary
(all of them other than the one on the top left) the depths
of the isotherms on the eastern boundary are the same (i.e.
independent of latitude).

The second idea is that in regions where there is a sus-
tained (i.e. time-mean) NSHF into the ocean, there must be
a compensating provision of cold water to the surface and
that this is most likely to be supplied by Ekman upwelling
of cold water from below (or equatorward transport by
Ekman transports). Along the equatorial Pacific (and At-
lantic) it is well known that prevailing winds from the east
cause the thermocline that is deep in the west of the basin
to shoal in the east, as shown in the bottom right section
of Fig. 5. The upwelling at the equator is very strong be-

cause there is a strong poleward Ekman transport on both
sides of the equator at about 3◦ to 5◦ from the equator.
Where relatively cold water is upwelling and being con-
verted into warmer water by the surface fluxes, the rate of
water mass transformation must be equal to the upwelling
velocity (Nurser et al. 1999; Bell 2015a). The location
of the region of surface heating in the south Atlantic and
south-west Indian Ocean (see Fig. 4 and also Fig. 1) relates
to the westward outcropping of water in a sub-polar super-
gyre, treating the region north and west of Drake passage
as a sub-polar gyre that extends right around the globe
(Stommel 1957; Bell 2015b; Marshall et al. 2016; Tamsitt
et al. 2016). This westward outcropping is illustrated in
the bottom left section of Fig. 5. The regions of surface
heating on the west coasts of Africa and north America
mentioned earlier are related to coastal Ekman upwelling.

The third idea (Gnandesikan 1999) is that, in a steady
state, the total rate at which a water mass is being formed
must be the same as the rate at which it is being destroyed
(i.e. converted into other water masses). The warm water
formed by Ekman upwelling and net surface heating in
the eastern equatorial Pacific (and Atlantic) accumulates
on the western side of the basin and is entrained in the
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Fig. 5. Schematic depicting vertical cross-sections through an ocean with three active layers of water of different potential temperatures (\1 to
\3). Net surface heating and cooling (thick red and blue arrows) transform cooler to warmer water and warmer to cooler water respectively (purple
arrows). The regions of heat uptake are associated with Ekman upwelling and the regions of heat loss with poleward advection of the upper layer.
The ocean has one square-shaped basin with due north-south eastern and western boundaries solely to simplify its presentation.

western boundary currents and exported poleward as a
tongue of warm water as shown in the top-left section in
Fig. 5. These currents that are relatively warm compared
to the atmosphere are then expected to provide a significant
source of heat (and moisture) to the atmosphere.

The fourth idea, discussed in detail in Bell (2015a), is
that the poleward flow into the north-east Atlantic is due
to an eastern boundary current (the Norwegian coastal cur-
rent) associated with the relatively warm water at high
latitudes on the eastern boundary. By neglecting the sur-
face wind stresses in the north Atlantic, a rather general
solution to the non-linear planetary geostrophic equations
can be obtained and the area-integrated net surface heat
loss related to the depths of the isotherms on the eastern
boundary. It is suggested that the lack of a similar heat loss
in the Pacific is associated with the fresh surface salinities
in the north Pacific (Huang 2010). The isotherm slope
that gives rise to the thermal wind shear and the poleward
surface flow is shown in the upper right section of Fig. 5.

The final idea, that the western boundary currents are
turbulent and passive, i.e. able to adjust to a geostrophic
interior, is commonly used in conceptual models. A final
important point about Fig. 5 is that the 3D circulations
induced by these water mass transformations, being in-
fluenced by the gyre circulations, their boundary currents

and seasonal variations, can be expected to have complex
(chaotic) Lagrangian trajectories, the mixing being further
enhanced by mesoscale structures in frontal regions (Iudi-
cone et al. 2008b; Tamsitt et al. 2018; van Sebille et al.
2018). Steady-state 2D representations of MOCs cannot
represent such complex trajectories.

Although there is nothing particularly new or surprising
in the ideas described above, their combination in this form
seems to be somewhat novel and should be regarded with
caution. In particular it is not yet clear to what extent
these ideas are valid or helpful for assessing GCMs. The
following section begins to explore these issues.

3. Tracer trend diagnostics

The data used in this section are monthly means from
control integrations for the ten-year period 2000–2009.
The control (rather than the historical) integrations are
used because, after 50 years of integration, they should
be drifting relatively slowly and the tracer trend budgets
should be closer to equilibrium than those of the historical
simulations.
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a. Methods used to calculate tracer trend diagnostics

The NEMO code used in this study is couched in 𝑠 co-
ordinates in which cell thicknesses are allowed to change
with time. Our integrations used 𝑧∗ coordinates (Roullet
and Madec 2000; Adcroft and Campin 2004), a particular
choice of 𝑠 coordinates. In 𝑠 coordinates a model tracer
cell is referred to by its pseudo-zonal index 𝑖, pseudo-
meridional index 𝑗 , and depth index 𝑘 . Its vertical thick-
ness, 𝑒3, may depend on all these indices and vary in
time, 𝑒3 (𝑖, 𝑗 , 𝑘, 𝑡), whilst its pseudo-zonal width 𝑒1 (𝑖, 𝑗)
and pseudo-meridional width 𝑒2 (𝑖, 𝑗) do not depend on 𝑘

or 𝑡. The volume-integrated tendency 𝑇𝑖 𝑗𝑘 for a tracer 𝜏 is
given (see §A.2 of Madec et al. 2019) by:

𝑇𝑖 𝑗𝑘 ≡
𝜕 (𝑒1𝑒2𝑒3𝜏)

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐴𝑖 𝑗𝑘 + (𝐷vrt)𝑖 𝑗𝑘 + (𝐷iso)𝑖 𝑗𝑘 +𝑁𝑖 𝑗𝑘 ,

(1)
where advection

𝐴𝑖 𝑗𝑘 = −𝜕 (𝑒2𝑒3𝑢𝜏)
𝜕𝑖

− 𝜕 (𝑒1𝑒3𝑣𝜏)
𝜕 𝑗

− 𝜕 (𝑒1𝑒2𝜔𝜏)
𝜕𝑘

, (2)

and (𝐷vrt)𝑖 𝑗𝑘 , (𝐷iso)𝑖 𝑗𝑘 and 𝑁𝑖 𝑗𝑘 represent the tracer gain
by vertical diffusion, isopycnal diffusion and net surface
fluxes respectively, while 𝑢 and 𝑣 represent the 𝑖- and 𝑗-
velocities and𝜔 is the upward vertical velocity with respect
to the 𝑠-coordinate surface (which is itself moving).

For the Coupled Model Intercomparisoon Project
(CMIP), monthly mean 3D fields of these individual terms
in the prognostic equations for potential temperature, \,
and salinity, 𝑆, were generated by accumulating them on-
the-fly each time step. Each cell-integrated term in (1)
for \ is multiplied by 𝑐𝑝𝜌0 (where 𝑐𝑝 is the specific heat
capacity per unit mass and 𝜌0 the mean density of the
Boussinesq ocean) to output cell-integrated rates of heat
increase in Watts. Similarly, we multiply each salinity
term by 0.001𝜌0 to give cell-integrated rates of salt mass
increase, with units kgs−1. We have verified that the four
processes on the rhs of (1) sum to the local rate-of-change
of cell-integrated heat and salt content with good accuracy
at each grid-cell.

To bin the heat content change into potential temperature
classes, we divide the interval from −6◦C to 44◦C into 200
\ bins of width 0.25K, and assign the cell-integrated value
of each term in each cell to the two nearest \ classes whose
central values bracket the cell’s monthly-mean temperature
(cf. Lee et al. 2002). The fraction, 𝑤, donated to one of
these classes varies linearly from 1, when the grid-cell \
is the same as the central value of the class, to 0 when it
equals the central value of the other class. The fraction
donated to the other class is given by 1−𝑤. The same
approach is used to allocate latitude to 180 latitude bins
each of 1◦ width. We bin the salt content change similarly,
but into 200 salinity classes of width 0.05psu and the same
latitude bins as the heat terms. Our analysis focuses on

these monthly mean heat and salt content trend diagnostics
calculated separately for the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific
ocean basins as functions of 𝜙 and \ (or 𝑆).

Clearly it would be preferable to assign each of the terms
to their classes on every time-step (as in Hieronymus and
Nycander 2013; Holmes et al. 2019a, 2021), rather than
assign monthly mean terms using monthly mean values
of \. Code to achieve this is not currently available in
the NEMO system however and we follow Jackson et al.
(2020) and Saenko et al. (2021) in using the monthly mean
data that are readily available. Daily mean surface fluxes
and surface values of \ and 𝑆 are available and have been
found to generate results for surface fluxes that are quite
similar to those generated using monthly mean data.

Table 2 summarises the terms and the names and sym-
bols we use for them. The binned terms for the heat and
salt content tendencies will be denoted by capital letter
symbols without the 𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 subscript and the first word of
the name for each term starts with a capital letter. These
binned terms should satisfy

𝑇 = 𝐴full +𝑁 +𝐷iso +𝐷vrt. (3)

We have also attempted to calculate the contribution to
the rates of change of heat and salt contents from the time-
mean advection of time-mean fields. For any field 𝑞, let us
denote the monthly-mean of 𝑞 by 𝑞, deviations of 𝑞 from
𝑞 by 𝑞′ = 𝑞− 𝑞, and the values of 𝜏 linearly averaged onto
the 𝑢, 𝑣 and 𝑤 faces of the tracer cell on the C-grid by 𝜏𝑢,
𝜏𝑣 and 𝜏𝑤 . We have used (𝑢𝜏𝑢, 𝑣𝜏𝑣 ,𝑤𝜏𝑤), (𝑢, 𝑣,𝑤) and 𝜏

to calculate the Rectifying advection, 𝐴rect, defined as the
divergence of (𝑢′𝜏′𝑢, 𝑣′𝜏′𝑣 ,𝑤′𝜏′𝑤). The Eddy-induced ad-
vection, 𝐴eddy, is calculated similarly from the divergence
of (𝑢𝑒𝜏𝑢, 𝑣𝑒𝜏𝑣 ,𝑤𝑒𝜏𝑤), where 𝑢𝑒, 𝑣𝑒 and 𝑤𝑒 are the eddy-
induced velocities at the tracer cell faces calculated us-
ing the Gent-McWilliams scheme (Gent and McWilliams
1990). These calculations of 𝐴rect and 𝐴eddy are only es-
timates because they use values of the tracer at the cell
faces linearly interpolated from the grid centres rather than
the higher order and flux-limited values used by the advec-
tion scheme within the model. The calculations of these
terms for the heat content appear to be reliable but 𝐴eddy
for salinity is noisy and we have elected not to use it. Given
our definitions of 𝐴full, 𝐴rect and 𝐴eddy, our estimate of the
tendency due to the advection of the monthly mean 𝜏 by
the monthly mean flow is

𝐴mean = 𝐴full − 𝐴eddy − 𝐴rect. (4)

The NEMO code used in the integrations has a fully
non-linear free surface in which evaporation and precipi-
tation provide surface mass fluxes of freshwater, expressed
as a flux through the top of the uppermost grid cell. No
“virtual” surface source or sink of salt, such as is neces-
sary in models with a rigid-lid, is explicitly imposed in the
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Table 2. Description of the terms in the tracer prognostic equations

Symbol Name More detailed description
𝐴 Advection
𝐴eddy Eddy-induced advection Eddy induced advection (GM flux)
𝐴full Full advection Full advection including advection by eddy induced

velocity
𝐴mean Mean advection Advection of the time-mean field by the time-mean

flow
𝐴rect Rectifying advection An estimate of the advection of the time-varying field

by the time varying flow
𝐷 Diffusion
𝐷iso Isopycnal diffusion
𝐷vrt Vertical diffusion Vertical diffusion (including mixing by convection and

mixing resulting from tides)
𝐷vrt,rst Restricted vertical diffusion Vertical diffusion restricted to near to the surface (see

(12))
𝑁 Net surface flux
𝑁heat NSHF Net surface heat flux
𝑁heat

srf Surface confined NSHF Net surface heat flux with the solar flux all artificially
confined to (absorbed at) the surface

𝑁 salt Virtual salt flux Net virtual salt flux (see (7))
𝑁dens Surface density flux Net surface potential density flux (see (8))
𝑁 +𝐷vrt Vertically mixed net surface flux Sum of the Net surface flux and the Vertical diffusion
𝑁heat +𝐷heat

vrt Vertically mixed NSHF Sum of the NSHF and the Vertical diffusion
𝑇 Total tendency Rate of change of tracer calculated from the differ-

ences between the start and end of the month

model. There is therefore no explicit 𝑁salt term, and the ad-
vection term 𝐴𝑖 𝑗1 of (2) effects the surface salinity changes
associated with the surface freshwater flux through the
compensating advection of saltier water through the base
of the surface grid cell. However, for our diagnostics, we
wish to separate out the effect of interior advection from
these surface mass fluxes and we find it convenient to de-
compose a net freshwater outward flux (e.g. Nurser and
Griffies 2019) into (i) an outward flux of the same mass
but with salinity equal to the surface salinity (converted to
a volume flux for the Boussinesq NEMO model):

𝑒𝑉 = 𝜌−1
0 (𝑒− 𝑝− 𝑟𝐼 ), (5)

where 𝑒− 𝑝− 𝑟𝐼 is the usual upwards mass flux associated
with evaporation minus precipitation minus river input, and
(ii) a massless source of salt balanced by an outward flux
of freshwater:

𝑒𝑆 = 0.001𝑆(𝑒− 𝑝− 𝑟𝐼 ). (6)

This massless salt source recovers the “virtual” surface
source used in rigid-lid models. It is area integrated over
the surface grid-cell 𝑖 𝑗1 to give

(𝑁salt)𝑖 𝑗1 = 𝑒1𝑒2𝑒𝑆 , (7)

which has the correct units kg s−1 and may then be binned
in salinity like the other terms to give the binned 𝑁salt

field. Of course, for (3) (with 𝑁 = 𝑁salt) to remain valid it
is now necessary to subtract this 𝑁salt from the advection
𝐴full; this physically represents that the advection term now
“sees” a surface inflow of water with salinity 𝑆 rather than
freshwater (salinity zero).

We have also calculated the monthly mean potential
density, 𝜌, thermal expansion coefficient, 𝛼, and saline
contraction coefficient, 𝛽, at each grid point using \, 𝑆

and 𝑧 = 0 with the model’s equation of state (EOS80) as
implemented by Roquet et al. (2015). Each of the monthly
mean density terms, 𝑋dens, where 𝑋 stands for one of the
letters in table 2, is then calculated from the corresponding
heat and salt terms, 𝑋heat and 𝑋salt, using

𝑋dens = 𝜌0

(
−𝛼𝑋heat

𝜌0𝑐𝑝
+ 𝛽

𝑋salt

0.001𝜌0

)
. (8)

These values have been assigned to 200 classes of width
0.1kg m−3.

In Boussinesq water-mass transformation theory (e.g.
Nurser et al. 1999; Groeskamp et al. 2019), the binned
heat inputs are generally divided by the bin width to give
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Fig. 6. Mean net heat flux divergences, as defined in Table 2, for the Pacific ocean from the LL control integration over the period 2000–2009 as
a function of latitude and potential temperature class. The solar penetration in (b) is the NSHF minus the surface confined NSHF (𝑁heat − 𝑁heat

srf ).
The Restricted vertical diffusion in (d) and (f) is limited to 1.2 times the monthly maximum MLD or 100m of the surface. (e) and (f) are means for
the boreal fall (SON). Saturated values are coloured white.

volume fluxes 𝐹𝑋 across the isotherms, according to

𝐹𝑋 =
𝑋heat

𝜌0𝑐𝑝Δ\
. (9)

Given that the heat inputs are binned also in latitude, (9)
would give the volume flux across the isotherm within the
latitude bin. Here, however, we choose to simply bin the
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Fig. 7. The normalised mean square error (NMSE) in representing 𝐷vrt by 𝐷vrt,rst calculated using (12) with 𝑎 = 1.2 and 𝑑0 = 100m for (a)
annual means and (b) boreal fall (SON). The first letter, T, S or D, on the abscissa indicates potential Temperature, Salinity or Density respectively.
The second leter, P, A or I, indicates the Pacific, Atlantic or Indian Ocean basin respectively.

heat, salt and mass fluxes because we are concentrating on
the heating and freshening processes.

We use two measures for how well one field 𝐹𝑖 represents
a second field 𝐺𝑖 . The first is a normalised mean square
error

NMSE =
∑︁
𝑖

(𝐹𝑖 −𝐺𝑖)2

𝑆(𝐹)𝑆(𝐺) , 𝑆(𝐹) ≡
√︄∑︁

𝑖

𝐹2
𝑖
. (10)

The smaller the value of the NMSE the better 𝐹 repro-
duces 𝐺. The second measure is the pattern correlation
coefficient:

PCC =
∑︁
𝑖

𝐹𝑖𝐺𝑖

𝑆(𝐹)𝑆(𝐺) . (11)

b. How much of the vertical mixing is confined to near
surface layers?

Figure 6 presents terms for the rate of change of heat
content in the Pacific ocean. Panel (a) shows the annual
mean NSHF term, 𝑁heat, which is the net of the heat input

by solar radiation, taking account of the depth of penetra-
tion, and the heat lost from the surface due to turbulent
fluxes and long-wave radiation. Panel (b) shows the an-
nual mean 𝑁heat −𝑁heat

srf where 𝑁heat
srf is the net heat input

taking all the solar radiation to be absorbed at the surface.
One sees that the penetration of the solar flux makes an
appreciable difference to the temperature distribution of
the “surface” fluxes. This important point has been noted
previously by Nurser et al. (1999), Iudicone et al. (2008a),
Hieronymus and Nycander (2013) and Groeskamp et al.
(2018).

The re-distribution of heat by Vertical diffusion, 𝐷heat
vrt ,

in the annual mean, shown in panel (c), also makes an ap-
preciable difference to the temperature distribution of the
surface fluxes. This re-distribution has a very strong sea-
sonal variation, except possibly near the equator, with 𝐷heat

vrt
being strongest in mid-latitudes during summer months
(not shown). The large seasonal variation suggests that
the dominant contribution to the Vertical diffusion may be
associated with mixing within or just below the surface
mixed layer. We have explored this hypothesis by calcu-
lating additional diagnostics, 𝐷heat

vrt,rst, in the same way as
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Fig. 8. Mean net heat flux terms for the Pacific from the LL control integration over 2000–2009.

𝐷heat
vrt except that the contributions are restricted to depths

less than 𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 where

𝑑max = max (𝑎 · MLDmax, 𝑑0) . (12)

Here MLDmax is the maximum mixed layer depth in the
month (as a function of geographical location) calculated
following Kara et al. (2000), · denotes multiplication, 𝑎 is
a factor slightly larger than 1 and 𝑑0 is a constant value.
One would expect a value of 𝑎 of order 1.2 to be sufficient
to capture vertical mixing confined to the mixed layer and
entrainment into it. Comparison of 𝐷heat

vrt,rst calculated using
𝑎 = 1.5 and 𝑑0 = 0 with the full 𝐷heat

vrt (not shown) reveals
that not all of the vertical mixing is associated with mixed
layer processes. Fig. 6 displays 𝐷heat

vrt (left) and 𝐷heat
vrt,rst

(right) calculated using 𝑎 = 1.2 and 𝑑0 = 100m with annual
mean and boreal fall data (in the middle and lower panels
respectively). One sees that in both cases 𝐷heat

vrt,rst using this
combination reproduces 𝐷heat

vrt very closely. We conclude
that although not all the vertical diffusion is associated
with mixed layer processes, the vast majority of it is either
associated with mixed layer processes or occurs within
100m of the surface.

Figure 7 shows that this result holds in the other ocean
basins and for salinity and density as well as heat con-

tent. It displays the normalised mean squared differences,
(10), between 𝐷vrt,rst and 𝐷vrt calculated for each of these
terms using (a) annual means and (b) the boreal fall months
(SON). Similarly small values of NMSE are obtained for
the three other seasons.

c. How well correlated are mean advection and near sur-
face flux inputs?

This subsection compares contributions from various
estimates of the Advection and Isopycnal diffusion terms
with 𝑁 + 𝐷vrt, the Net surface flux taking into account
“near surface” vertical mixing. Our focus will be on the
patterns in (𝜙, class) space of the advection by the mean
flow, 𝐴mean (see (4)), because the interpretation of the
previous section assumes that these terms are dominant,
in which case they should be strongly anti-correlated with
𝑁 +𝐷vrt. The total rate of change, 𝑇 , is small (it would
appear almost completely white using the contour intervals
in figure 6). Using (3), this implies that many sums of terms
(such as 𝐴full+𝑁 and 𝐷iso+𝐷vrt) are almost perfectly anti-
correlated for all of the tracers.

We present results for heat, salt and density tendencies
in the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian ocean basins. As this
is a lot of information, we suggest that on first reading
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Fig. 9. Mean net heat flux terms from the LL control integration over 2000–2009.

after Fig. 8 the reader by-passes Figs 9 – 12 and proceeds
directly to Fig. 13 which summarises the statistics of the
correlations.

Starting with heat term contributions, Fig. 8 allows one
to compare 𝑁heat +𝐷heat

vrt for the LL Pacific simulation with
𝐴heat

mean (calculated from (4)) and 𝐷heat
iso . It is clear that

𝑁heat +𝐷heat
vrt is very well anti-correlated with 𝐴heat

full . At
high latitudes, particularly in the southern hemisphere,
𝐷heat

iso makes an appreciable but by no means dominant
contribution (Gregory 2000). One can see from panels (a),
(c) and (d) that the regions at high latitudes where 𝐴heat

full
and 𝑁heat +𝐷heat

vrt are not well anti-correlated are precisely
those where 𝐷heat

iso is non negligible.
In addition to the regions of strong negative values (rep-

resenting cold advection, or input of cool waters) at the
equator, 𝐴heat

mean and 𝐴heat
full in Fig. 8 have slanting regions of

strong positive values (warm advection) which extend from
close to the equator to about 40◦N and 35◦S. We interpret
these as being associated with boundary currents advect-
ing warm water poleward. It is evident from figures for
𝐴heat

rect and 𝐴heat
eddy for the LL Pacific simulation (not shown)

that the contributions from 𝐴heat
rect are quite important near

the equator and small elsewhere, whilst 𝐴heat
eddy contributes

at high latitudes, particularly in the southern hemisphere,
and at mid-latitudes. Like 𝑁heat +𝐷heat

vrt , 𝐴heat
rect warms the

equatorial ocean. It seems very likely that this is associ-
ated with tropical instability waves fluxing heat towards the
equator (e.g. Bryden and Brady 1989; Graham 2014). The
fact that 𝐴heat

mean is “balanced” by both 𝑁heat and 𝐴heat
rect +𝐴heat

eddy
on the equator is consistent with the idea that wind-driven
Ekman upwelling is driving the uptake of heat from the
atmosphere in this region.

Figure 9 presents 𝑁heat +𝐷heat
vrt and 𝐴heat

mean from the LL
integration calculated for the Atlantic ocean (top) and the
Indian ocean (bottom). 𝑁heat +𝐷heat

vrt and 𝐴heat
mean are clearly

well anti-correlated in many regions of significant heat
gain or loss. The heating by 𝐴heat

mean in the Atlantic clearly
extends much further north (as far as 80◦) in the Atlantic
than it does in the Pacific (only to 40◦N). In the Indian
Ocean, relatively little heat is absorbed at the equator and
there are two distinct regions where heat is supplied by
𝐴heat

mean and lost through surface fluxes 𝑁heat +𝐷heat
vrt .

Figure 10 presents 𝐴heat
rect + 𝐴heat

eddy and 𝐷iso for the Atlantic
from the LL and MM integrations. 𝐷heat

iso is non-negligible
over a wider region in the Atlantic than the Pacific partic-
ularly in the northern hemisphere. The factor of 6 reduc-
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Fig. 10. Mean net heat flux terms for the Atlantic Ocean from the LL and MM control integrations over 2000–2009.

tion in the isopycnal diffusion coefficient in MM weakens
𝐷heat

iso significantly but by a much smaller factor than 6,
presumably because tracer gradients on isopyncals steepen
(Fig. 10 panels (b) and (d)). Despite the fact that 𝐴heat

eddy = 0
in the MM integration, 𝐴heat

rect + 𝐴heat
eddy is of comparable im-

portance in the LL and MM integrations, though away from
the equator the patterns of the fields differ considerably.

In salinity space, (𝜙, 𝑆), the 𝐴salt
full, 𝑁

salt, 𝐷salt
iso and 𝐷salt

vrt
terms are all of a similar order of magnitude. 𝐴salt

rect is
relatively small except close to the equator and, as men-
tioned already, 𝐴salt

eddy is unacceptably noisy at some points
in (𝜙, 𝑆) space. As it is relatively small compared to the
other main terms at other points in (𝜙, 𝑆) space, we es-
timate 𝐴salt

mean from 𝐴salt
full − 𝐴salt

rect neglecting 𝐴salt
eddy. Figure

11 compares 𝑁salt +𝐷salt
vrt , 𝐴salt

full − 𝐴salt
rect, 𝐷iso and 𝐷salt

vrt for
the Pacific. Even though 𝐷salt

iso is relatively more impor-
tant than before, 𝑁salt +𝐷salt

vrt and 𝐴salt
full − 𝐴salt

rect are clearly
anti-correlated. In all three ocean basins, negative values
of 𝐷salt

iso and 𝐷salt
vrt generally occur for higher salinites than

the positive values and the opposite is true for 𝑁salt (not
shown). The corresponding pattern is much less marked
in 𝑁salt +𝐷salt

vrt and is not discernible in 𝐴salt
mean.

In potential density space, (𝜙, 𝜌), the isopycnal diffu-
sion term 𝐷dens

iso is small (it is not exactly zero for several
reasons). So 𝑁dens+𝐷dens

vrt and 𝐴dens
full are very strongly anti-

correlated, and 𝑁dens +𝐷dens
vrt and 𝐴dens

full − 𝐴dens
rect are more

strongly anti-correlated than they are for \. Figure 12
presents the patterns of 𝑁dens +𝐷dens

vrt and 𝐴dens
full − 𝐴dens

rect in
the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans for the LL integrations.
Potential density varies much more slowly with \ in cold
water than warm water so the arms of the horse-shoe shape
in the upper panels of Figs 8 and 9 are compressed in
Fig. 12 as well as inverted (because density decreases as
temperature increases). As anticipated, in both basins the
patterns in 𝑁dens+𝐷dens

vrt are well anti-correlated with those
of 𝐴dens

full − 𝐴dens
rect .

Panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 13 provide a convenient sum-
mary of the pattern correlation coefficients in (𝜙,class)
space calculated using (11) between 𝑁 +𝐷vrt and 𝐴mean
for each of the three classes and three main basins in the
LL and MM integrations; for salinity and density 𝐴mean
is calculated from 𝐴full − 𝐴rect whilst for heat it is cal-
culated from 𝐴full − 𝐴rect − 𝐴eddy. The magnitude of the
correlations is clearly largest for 𝜌 (> 0.85), smallest for
𝑆 (between 0.6 and 0.7) and between 0.75 and 0.85 for \.
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Fig. 11. Mean net salt flux divergence terms for the Pacific from the LL control integration over 2000–2009 as a function of latitude and salinity.

It varies somewhat depending on the ocean basin and the
model resolution. Comparison of panels (c) and (a) shows
that the magnitude of the correlation between 𝑁 +𝐷vrt and
𝐴full is slightly greater than that between 𝑁 +𝐷vrt and 𝐴mean
for 𝑆 and \ and considerably greater for 𝜌. Comparison
of panels (d) and (a) shows that the magnitudes of the cor-
relations between 𝑁heat +𝐷heat

vrt and 𝐴heat
mean are somewhat

increased when the region considered is restricted to that
within 45◦ of the equator.

d. How much spurious mixing is produced by advection?

In a Boussinesq rigid-lid model (e.g. Gordon et al. 2000,
Gregory 2000) the integral, 𝐼𝐴(𝜏0), of the divergence of
the advective flux of any tracer, 𝜏, over a volume V0 where
𝜏(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) > 𝜏0, that is bounded by the part of the air-sea
interface where 𝜏 > 𝜏0, land boundaries and the isopleth
𝜏 = 𝜏0, should be zero. This result is derived in two steps.
First, a rigid-lid model requires there to be no flow across
the air-sea interface, so 𝐼𝐴 depends only on the flux across
the isopleth:

𝐼𝐴(𝜏0) ≡ −
∫
V0

∇.(𝜏u)dV = −𝜏0

∫
𝜕V𝜏0

0

u.n̂dS, (13)

𝜕V 𝜏0
0 denoting the part of the boundary where 𝜏 = 𝜏0.

Second, by the Boussinesq assumption the flow is incom-
pressible within V0, and since there is no volume flow
across the air-sea interface or land boundaries there can be
none across the isopleth 𝜕V0 𝜏0 . So the final term on the
rhs of (13) is zero, and 𝐼𝐴(𝜏0) = 0.

In such a model, any deviations of 𝐼𝐴(𝜏0) from zero can
be ascribed to numerical mixing: i.e. different choices of
𝜏 in calculating the model advective flux at different cell
faces making up the discrete representation of 𝜕V0 𝜏0 .

However, modern ocean models such as the NEMO v3.6
configuration diagnosed here allow a fully non-linear free
surface in which mass flux is permitted across the air-sea
interface (see (5)), and the cell thicknesses vary as the free
surface height changes. In such models 𝐼𝐴(𝜏0) ≠ 0, even
without numerical mixing. We show in the Appendix that
for our model

𝐼𝐴(\0) = \0

[∫
𝜕Vasi

0

𝑒𝑉dS+
∫
V0

1
𝑒3

𝜕𝑒3
𝜕𝑡

dV
]
, (14)

𝐼𝐴(𝑆0) =
∫
𝜕Vasi

0

𝑒𝑉 (𝑆0 − 𝑆)dS+ 𝑆0

∫
V0

1
𝑒3

𝜕𝑒3
𝜕𝑡

dV, (15)
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Fig. 12. Mean net potential density flux divergence terms for the Pacific from the LL control integration over 2000–2009 as a function of latitude
and potential density.

𝜕Vasi
0 denoting the boundary of V0 at the air-sea in-

terface. The expected value of 𝐴full for the heat bud-
get is 𝑐𝑝𝜌0𝐼𝐴(\0) whilst that for the salt budget is
0.001 𝜌0 𝐼𝐴(𝑆0). The different forms of (14) and (15) arise
from the fact that the heat content of the water passing
through the surface is considered as part of the NSHF
term, but the salt content of the water passing through the
surface associated with the mass flux 𝑒𝑣 in (5) is assigned
to the advection term (𝐴salt) when the virtual salt flux 𝑁salt

is subtracted from the original advection term.
Our discussion follows Holmes et al. (2019a) and

Holmes et al. (2021), who use similar integrals to provide
insights into the potential weaknesses of their model con-
figurations, but is limited by the fact that we have only been
able to assign accumulated terms from the tracer equations
to tracer classes using monthly mean tracer values. The
integrals for the total advection term will contain errors
because of this, but the advection by the monthly mean
flow of the monthly mean tracer field should satisfy (14)
or (15).

Panels (a)–(d) of Fig. 14 present the integrals, over all
the points in the global domain where \ > \0, of a number
of heat content tendency terms from the LL (left) and

MM (right) integrations. Panel (a) shows that in the LL
integration there is a global NSHF, 𝑁heat, of about 1.3PW
(full black line) for \0 > 23◦C and that about two thirds of
this heat is lost in waters with \0 < 0◦C. Vertical diffusion,
𝐷heat

vrt , (red line) re-distributes this heat, off-setting the input
by 𝑁heat, so that their sum, 𝑁heat+𝐷heat

vrt , (dotted black line)
is relatively modest, compared to 𝑁heat, for \0 > 15◦C. The
difference in heat input due to the penetration of solar
radiation, 𝑁heat

srf − 𝑁heat, (grey dashed line) is substantial
for \0 > 15◦C. Were all solar radiation absorbed at the
surface, the net heat input would be the sum of 𝑁heat and
𝑁heat

srf −𝑁heat and exceed 2.2PW for \0 > 25◦C. Isopycnal
diffusion, 𝐷heat

iso (green line), and Full advection, 𝐴heat
full (blue

line), together oppose 𝑁heat +𝐷heat
vrt . The total tendency,

𝑇heat (purple dashed line), is fairly close to zero but has a
noticeable input of heat at around \0 = 4◦C and a global
net imbalance of about 0.15PW.

The Full advection and the Mean advection, 𝐴heat
mean (full

cyan line), are non-zero, the peak discrepancy occuring
just above 25◦C. The black line in panel (c) is the expected
value for the advection term, 𝑐𝑝𝜌0𝐼𝐴(\0), calculated using
(14). The dashed lines in panel (c) are the integrals of 𝐴heat

full
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a) LL: Vertically mixed surface flux  

versus Mean advection 

c) LL: Vertically mixed surface flux  

versus Full advection 

d) LL: Vertically mixed surface flux  

versus Mean advection (± 45o) 

b) MM: Vertically mixed surface flux  

versus Mean advection
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Fig. 13. The pattern correlation coefficients (PCC) in (𝜙, class) space calculated using (11) for the terms 𝑁 +𝐷vrt and 𝐴mean for (a) the LL and
(b) the MM integrations. Pattern correlations as in (a) but (c) for the terms 𝑁 +𝐷vrt and 𝐴full and (d) restricting the latitudes to within 45◦ of the
equator. The first letter, T, S or D, on the abscissa indicates the class: potential Temperature, Salinity or Density respectively. The second letter, P,
A or I, indicates the Pacific, Atlantic or Indian ocean basins respectively.

(blue) and 𝐴heat
mean (cyan) with this expected value subtracted.

One sees that the error in 𝐴heat
mean is quite small and that the

error in 𝐴heat
full is smaller than one would infer if (14) were

not taken into account. Panels (b) and (d) of Fig. 14 show
the corresponding results for the MM integration. One
sees that the 𝐷heat

iso term is reduced by about a half (its
coefficients have been reduced by a factor of six) and 𝐴heat

full
is significantly larger than in the LL integration, though
as mentioned earlier our calculation does not allow us to
firmly conclude that this is due to spurious advection. Panel
(d) also shows that the error in 𝐴heat

mean (dashed cyan) is still
small.

Panels (e) to (h) present the corresponding results to
panels (a) to (d) for contributions to the rate of change of
salt content by salinity class. The line colours and styles in
panels (e) and (f) match those in panels (a) and (b) except
that the grey dashed lines in panels (e) and (f) are the sum
of the Advection and Net surface flux terms, 𝐴salt

full +𝑁salt.
Noting that 𝑇 salt (purple dashed line) is small, (3) im-
plies that 𝐴salt

full +𝑁
salt must be almost equal and opposite to

𝐷salt
iso +𝐷salt

vrt . Diffusion terms are expected to flux salt from

smaller and larger values towards intermediate values. So
their integrals in Fig. 14 are expected to have negative val-
ues consistent with both the 𝐷salt

iso (green) and 𝐷salt
vrt (red)

lines. In both panels (g) and (h), the expected value for the
integral of 𝐴salt

full (black line) agrees well with the integral
of 𝐴salt

mean (solid cyan). Its agreement with the integral of
the Full advection term (𝐴salt

full, solid blue) is good in the LL
integration and significantly less good in the MM integra-
tion, leaving an appreciable difference between them (blue
dashed line).

e. What are the main sources of the heat lost in the north
Atlantic?

Figure 3 presents the sums over all classes of the net
heat and salinity flux divergences by Full advection (𝐴full)
and Surface fluxes (𝑁srf) for a number of latitude bands in
each ocean basin. To within machine precision, 𝐷vrt and
𝑁 −𝑁srf are zero for these quantities, so the values for 𝑁srf
are the same as those for 𝑁 and 𝑁 +𝐷vrt. Comparison
of panels (b) and (e) and of (c) and (f) shows that these
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a) LL: Heat content tendency integral b) MM: Heat content tendency integral

c) LL: Heat additional terms d) MM: Heat additional terms

e) LL: Salt content tendency integral f) MM: Salt content tendency integral

g) LL: Salt additional terms h) MM: Salt additional terms
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Fig. 14. (a) - (d): Integrals of heat content tendency terms over all points in the global domain where \ > \0; \0 is the abscissa. (e) – (h):
Integrals of salt content tendency terms over all points in the global domain where 𝑆 > 𝑆0; 𝑆0 is the abscissa. Results in the left and right columns
are for the LL and MM control integrations respectively. The expected values are calculated using (14) and (15).

sums of 𝑁heat and 𝐴heat
full are almost equal and opposite in

the LL and MM integrations respectively. Panels (e) and
(f) show that the latitude band sums of 𝐴heat

full are also rather
similar in the LL and MM integrations, the most notable
differences being in the Indian Ocean. In the Indian Ocean,
it is clear that in the LL integration more heat is lost to
the atmosphere (between 45◦S and 15◦S) than is gained
(between 15◦S and 15◦N). This is much less pronounced
in the MM integration. The dominance of the equatorial
Pacific regions in the 2.3PW of annual mean ocean heat
uptake (Forget and Ferreira 2019) is particularly marked
in the LL integration (panel b). The latitude band sums of
𝐴heat

mean (not shown) and 𝐴heat
full are rather similar. Panel (g)

(whose ordinate has been rescaled) shows that 𝐴heat
rect +𝐴heat

eddy
cools the equatorial belt and that its latitude band sums,
like those of 𝐷heat

iso (not shown), are about a factor of 10
smaller than those of 𝐴heat

full and 𝑁heat. These sums of 𝐷heat
iso

and 𝐴heat
rect + 𝐴heat

eddy have a tendency to cancel each other
particularly south of 30◦S.

Panels (h) and (i) of Fig. 3 show corresponding results
to (e) and (b) for the 𝐴salt

full and 𝑁salt saline flux divergences.
Precipitation, evaporation and river inflow make the sub-
tropical gyres (between 15◦ and 30◦ in both the southern
and northern hemispheres) more salty and the equatorial
and high latitudes less salty. 𝐴salt

full and −𝑁salt are again
very similar, the largest differences being in the 60◦S to
45◦S band. 𝐴salt

full in the MM integration (not shown) is also
similar to the LL integration, the largest differences being
in the Atlantic in the equatorial and 60◦S to 45◦S bands.

Returning to panel (c) one sees that the heat lost in the
Atlantic north of 60◦N is much greater than the heat input
into the Atlantic and Indian Oceans between 60◦S and
45◦S. This is contrary to what the schematic presented in
Fig. 4 suggests but potentially consistent with the analysis
of Talley (2013), Forget and Ferreira (2019) and Holmes
et al. (2019b). Figure 15 allows this issue to be investigated
in some detail. It shows the heat input by 𝑁heat +𝐷heat

vrt (red
solid), 𝐴heat

full (green solid), and 𝐴heat
mean (blue dashed) for each

basin and selected latitude bands. We have seen (panel
(c) of Fig. 14) that the global error in 𝐴heat

mean is relatively
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Fig. 15. Net heat input as a function of \ by 𝑁heat +𝐷heat
vrt (red solid), 𝐴heat

full (green solid), and 𝐴heat
mean (blue dashed) for selected basins and latitude

bands. The equatorial regions extend from 30◦S to 30◦N.

small and one can see from panel (c) of Fig. 15 that except
for water colder than about 2◦C the regional and global
values of 𝑁heat +𝐷heat

vrt and 𝐴heat
mean as a function of \ are

approximately equal and opposite. One can consider for a
given \ which regions take up the heat lost in other regions.
None of the regions has a net loss of heat (𝑁heat +𝐷heat

vrt )
with \ > 26◦C, and there is a global net heat input for \ >
26◦C clearly apparent in panel (c). The heat lost between
20◦C and 25◦C in the north Atlantic and the southern and
equatorial Indian Ocean is mainly compensated by heat
taken up in the equatorial Pacific and equatorial Atlantic
but there is a small heat loss globally at these potential
temperatures. Panel (b) shows that the north Atlantic loses
about 0.03PWK−1 of heat fairly uniformly for \ between
0◦C and 20◦C. Panels (j) - (l) show that the Pacific is the
only ocean that has a net uptake of heat for \ between
8◦C and 20◦C. Panel (c) shows that this uptake of heat in
the Pacific exceeds the heat loss in the Atlantic and Indian
oceans. Panels (d) and (e) respectively show that the range
of \ warmed in the equatorial Pacific extends down as far
as 5◦C, and that it only extends down to about 13◦C in
the equatorial Atlantic. The southern Pacific, Atlantic and
Indian Oceans take up heat for \ between 8◦C and 13◦C,

0◦C and 10◦C and 2◦C and 8◦C respectively. This uptake
of heat must be obscured in panel (c) of Fig. 3 by heat loss
in other \ ranges.

In conclusion, the differences between the heat uptake
in the equatorial Pacific, Atlantic and Indian oceans, ev-
ident in Fig. 15 panels (d) - (f), are as large as the more
well known differences between the heat lost in the north
Atlantic and Pacific oceans, panels (a) and (b). The net
heat uptake by the Pacific, panel (j), plays a major role in
feeding the heat lost over a wide range of potential tem-
peratures in the Indian and Atlantic oceans, panels (k) and
(l), and the heat uptake in the equatorial Pacific, panel (c),
makes a significant contribution to the heat lost in the north
Atlantic, panel (b).

4. Concluding summary and discussion

The decadal mean NSHF for 2000–2009 from the
low resolution HadGEM3-GC3.1 hist-1950 integration has
been shown (Fig. 1) to agree well with the DEEPC re-
analysis products for the same period. The NSHFs for
this coupled climate model are also relatively insensitive
to resolution (see Fig. 2), the main differences being in the
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north Atlantic and Agulhas retroflection regions where the
NSHFs from the higher resolution simulations agree better
with the DEEPC re-analyses. We have taken this oppor-
tunity to outline a relatively simple dynamical interpreta-
tion of the geographical patterns of the NSHFs visible in
Fig. 1 in which cooling of the near surface by wind-driven
upwelling, the influence of boundary waves in reducing
along-boundary density gradients, and heat input to higher
latitudes from poleward advection by the time-mean flow
all play prominent roles.

As a step in the investigation of the validity and limi-
tations of this interpretation, we have examined the main
terms (see table 2) in the time-mean tracer budgets in this
climate model for potential temperature, salinity and po-
tential density in the main ocean basins. We have shown
that nearly all the contributions from vertical mixing occur
either within 100m of the surface or within 1.2 times the
monthly maximum mixed layer depth (Fig. 6). Plotting the
heat budget terms as a function of latitude and potential
temperature, we have also shown that the sum of the net
surface heat flux and vertical mixing terms (𝑁heat and 𝐷heat

vrt
respectively) is well anti-correlated with the Full advection
(𝐴heat

full ) and with the time-mean advection (𝐴heat
mean) in each

of the basins. This supports the hypothesis that, over much
of the ocean, time-mean advection is the dominant pro-
cess (locally) in balancing the heat input and stirred by the
air-sea fluxes of heat and momentum. This interpretation
follows the spirit of the surface streamfunction concept
(Marsh 2000) whilst recognising that the modification of
the surface heat fluxes by the penetration of solar radiation
and near surface vertical mixing is very significant. The
anti-correlation of 𝑁 +𝐷vrt and 𝐴mean is stronger for poten-
tial density and weaker for salinity than it is for potential
temperature (see Fig. 13) suggesting that a similar inter-
pretation applies well for potential density and is much less
satisfactory for salinity.

We have also shown that the simple schematic of Fig. 4
does not capture the main terms in the heat budget in some
geographical regions. At high latitudes in the Southern
Ocean and the north Atlantic, isopycnal diffusion and/or
transports by the time-varying flow are significant. These
limitations are consistent with expectations based on Gre-
gory (2000) and Munday et al. (2013). Very close to the
equator, transports by the time-varying flow, 𝐴heat

rect , (e.g. by
tropical instability waves) significantly reduce the cooling
by the time-mean advection.

It is well known that the net heat input by advection to
any potential temperature class summed over all latitudes
should be close to zero (Walin 1982). We have calculated
a residual value (14) that arises from fluxes of fresh-water
across the air-sea interface and shown that this correction
should not be neglected (Fig. 14). We have also presented
results on the net heat inputs by latitude bands summed
over all potential temperature classes. These inputs are
identically zero for vertical diffusion. We have shown that

they are dominated by a balance between the NSHF and
the advection (see Fig. 3). We have also argued that the
heat taken up in the equatorial Pacific makes a significant
contribution to the heat lost in the north Atlantic (Fig. 15)
supporting the analysis of Talley (2013), Forget and Fer-
reira (2019) and Holmes et al. (2019b).

We have argued that tracer advection is very important
in the heat budget and MOCs, despite the restrictions on
it imposed by the mathematical fact that, in a seasonally
varying equilibrium, it must be very close to zero in global
integrals over tracer classes. McWilliams et al. (1996) ex-
amined the conundrum that arises if one supposes that the
diapycnal mixing across a low latitude “warm water” vol-
ume bounded by an isotherm, such as the 20◦C isotherm,
could not be strong enough to balance the NSHF input.
They found that the diapycnal mixing in their (coarse res-
olution) model did balance the NSHF. It may be helpful
to consider this issue from the perspective in which it is
assumed that surface fluxes, near surface vertical mixing
and advection are the only processes involved in the heat
budget. Cold water driven towards the surface near the
equator by the winds is only warmed when it reaches the
region where there is surface heat input or vertical mixing
of that heat input. In the absence of the NSHF, the water
advected away to other latitudes would have the same tem-
perature as it did when it was advected into the region, and
there would be no net advective heat input. Similarly, as
the water near the surface is advected to higher latitudes,
it will only change its temperature when it is cooled by the
NSHF (or water from below is mixed vertically into it). In
this sense the advective term in the heat budget is totally
dependent on the NSHF (and mixing processes). If one
considers only the heat budget, its terms appear to have a
curiously elusive, “chicken and egg”, nature. This argu-
ment is also relevant to the assessment of the importance of
the impact of ocean biology on the parametrisation of the
solar penetration (Murtugudde et al. 2002). Changes to the
penetration of solar radiation can give large local changes
in the differences between the model and observations but
their impacts on the heat budget in potential temperature
space would be more subtle.

One of the limitations of our study is that we have not
accumulated terms by tracer class “on the fly” at every
time-step. That would enable better calculation of global
budgets by tracer class. We believe that it would be possible
to implement this in a modular and sustainable manner.
The accumulation of these diagnostics would require the
relevant decades of the model integration to be repeated and
would increase the size of the diagnostic outputs as the data
would be saved as 3D fields. “On the fly” accumulation
of vertical mixing contributions within and just outside
the surface mixed layer would also need to be carefully
considered.

This paper has only touched on one aspect of the in-
terpretation of coupled model simulations in the light of
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conceptual models of MOCs. Other investigations that
would complement this study include ones on: variations
in the depths of isopycnals along the eastern (and western)
boundaries of the major ocean basins; relationships be-
tween zonal-mean wind stresses and NSHFs in the equa-
torial regions; and relationships between isothermal and
isopycnal depths on eastern boundaries and heat fluxes
into northern basins. Although the relationships between
net surface fluxes and MOCs in coupled “control” integra-
tions are of interest in their own right, the primary aim
of our studies is to develop diagnostics that provide useful
insights into simulations of climate change.
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APPENDIX

Calculation of the integral of the advection term over
a domain bounded by a tracer isopleth

We start our derivations of (14) and (15) from the tracer
advection equation obtained from (1) and (2) by setting
(𝐷vrt)𝑖 𝑗𝑘 = (𝐷iso)𝑖 𝑗𝑘 = 𝑁𝑖 𝑗𝑘 = 0, dividing by 𝑒1𝑒2𝑒3 and
recognising that 𝑒1 and 𝑒2 are independent of 𝑘 and 𝑡:

1
𝑒1𝑒2𝑒3

(
𝜕 (𝑒2𝑒3𝑢𝜏)

𝜕𝑖
+ 𝜕 (𝑒1𝑒3𝑣𝜏)

𝜕 𝑗
+ 𝜕 (𝑒1𝑒2𝜔𝜏)

𝜕𝑘

)
=− 1

𝑒1𝑒2𝑒3

𝜕 (𝑒1𝑒2𝑒3𝜏)
𝜕𝑡

= − 1
𝑒3

𝜕 (𝑒3𝜏)
𝜕𝑡

.

(A1)

We note for use below that the model’s continuity equa-
tion can be obtained by setting 𝜏 = 1 in (A1), that the
volume of a grid-cell element dV is indeed given by
dV = 𝑒1𝑒2𝑒3d𝑖 d 𝑗 d𝑘 , and that the upward vertical velocity
across the 𝑠-coordinate at the free surface, 𝜔𝑠 , is given by

𝜔𝑠 = 𝑒𝑉 , (A2)

where 𝑒𝑉 is defined in (5).
Integrating (A1) over the volume V0 used to define

𝐼𝐴(𝜏0) in (13), using the divergence theorem and (A2)
we obtain

𝐼𝐴(𝜏0) = −𝜏0

∫
𝜕V𝜏0

0

u.n̂dS−
∫
𝜕Vasi

0

𝜏asi𝑒𝑉dS. (A3)

In our model the rate of change of heat content of the
ocean associated with the water crossing the interface is
treated as a surface flux. So 𝜏asi = 0 in the calculation
of the tracer advection for both potential temperature and
salinity, and the second of the two terms on the rhs of
(A3) is zero. Using the continuity equation (i.e. (A1) with
𝜏 = 1), integrating over the volume V0, one can show that

−
∫
𝜕V𝜏0

0

u.n̂dS =

∫
V0

1
𝑒3

𝜕𝑒3
𝜕𝑡

dV+
∫
𝜕Vasi

0

𝑒𝑉dS. (A4)

Substituting (A4) in (A3) and setting 𝜏 = \ one obtains (14).
Subtracting the surface “virtual” salt flux, 1000𝑁salt/𝜌0,
from (A3), setting 𝜏 = 𝑆 and using (5) - (7) one obtains
(15).
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